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Akasa Venom Voodoo V2

$54.99
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Short Description
Venom Voodoo, this cooler is definitely rock and roll. Venom Voodoo delivers ultra high performance
enabling serious system overclocking. The 12cm killer Viper yellow fan uses S-Flow blades providing 30%
more airflow than a standard fan at the same speed. PWM function ensures quiet operation during normal
system use and performance cooling under load.

Description
Venom Voodoo, this cooler is definitely rock and roll. Venom Voodoo delivers ultra high performance enabling serious system
overclocking. The 12cm killer Viper yellow fan uses S-Flow blades providing 30% more airflow than a standard fan at the same
speed. PWM function ensures quiet operation during normal system use and performance cooling under load.
The Black cover and copper heatpipes combined with the Viper yellow elements creates a striking combination which adds
pazazz to any system. Six high capacity heatpipes with direct CPU contact provide rapid heat transfer from CPU to high grade
aluminium profiled fins. Anti-vibration rubber fan mounting pins provide easy installation and help to eliminate a lot of fan
noise. Adjustable mountings ensure full compatibility with all current AMD and Intel CPUs.
Dual 12cm viper fans giving extreme performance in a push-pull setup where the first fan pushes air through the heatsinks
cooling fins, at the same time the second one pulls air through from the other side. The combined airflow of two 12cm fans
results in more efficient heat dissipation and consequently lower CPU temperatures.

Features
Performance 12cm PWM fan in killer Viper yellow
6 high capacity heatpipes with direct CPU contact
Award winning S-FLOW fan blades provide 30% more airflow
Dual 12cm viper yellow fans

Specifications
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Socket type

Intel LGA775, LGA115X, LGA1366, LGA2011, LGA2066
AMD Socket AM2, AM2+, AM3, AM3+, AM4, FM1, FM2 & FM2+

Cooler dimensions

131 (W) x 129.5 (D) x 163.5 (H) mm

Heatsink material

High grade aluminium fins, copper heatpipes

Heatpipe

6mm x 6

Weight

1065g

Installation

Screws and backplate (Intel & AMD)
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Fan dimension

120 x 120 x 25mm

Fan speed

600-1900 RPM (PWM controlled)

Max airflow

83.63 CFM

Max air pressure

2.98 mm H2O

Noise level

6.9 - 28.9 dB(A)

Voltage rating

12V DC

Bearing type

HDB (Hydro Dynamic)

Fan life expectancy

50,000 hours

Fan connector

4pin PWM

Product code

AK-CC4008HP01V2
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Additional Information
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Brand

Akasa

SKU

AK-CC4008HP01V2

Weight

2.0000

Color

Yellow

Heatsink Type

CPU Heatsink

Material

Copper/Aluminum

Fan Dimensions

120mm

Fan Connection

4-Pin PWM

Fan RPM

1900
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VR-ZONE
Overclockers Choice
''When it comes to performance,
we feel that the Venom Voodoo
is not going to disappoint any
enthusiast. The dual fan Venom
Voodoo offers better
performance while generating
less noise than several other
competitive products...'' more..

3D Professor
Editors Choice

Internet Reviews

''…it’s significant cooling array
whilst running at load was once
more very difficult to hear. The
temperature’s whilst at idle and
under load spoke for themselves
and this has to be one item right
at the top of the new build
shopping list.'' more..

Tech Kings
Crowned Product
''…Voodoo combines many of
the best lessons in the industry
for optimal cooling
performance, and put it
together in a package that I like
to describe as having
"character."…'' more..
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